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This was a big function where Swami announced his Jesus book, The Real 
Life and Teachings of Jesus Christ, on a stage in front of the Mandir. 
 
 
Swami:  Done, well done, pack up.  
 
Welcome, my Dear Divine Souls.  Today is the most important day in 
my life, in your lives too.  It’s my hard work and my mission, what I 
attempted since almost eleven years back, one stroke, to write the 
book of Jesus Christ and his teachings and his real life.  Then, some 
you know that, we gotted breaked it, somehow some illusion is hitted 
it, then I stopped that.  Then I keep traveling, traveling, traveling, 
whole global-wise, and personally seeing and witnessing and 
experiencing in all different type of great phenomenas. Then finally 
my desire, my wish is done.  Now, today, the book is in front of you.   
 
Huge applause from the students 
 
Swami:  Good, good, good.  (applause continues)  Thank you. Done, 
done, done, done.  Relax.  
 
My favorite numbers is two.  Two means one is number one then 
another number is the number nine.  First today I’m releasing the 



first volume.  This first volume also, I came to conclude, only give the 
nine books to the nine country people. Then the remaining books, it 
will reach to your home. Then the nine books tomorrow, different, 
different groups, they’ll read it to you and enjoy the book.   
 
And of course there is a lot of hard work is hidden.  The Elephant 
Group, and especially Monika T. and Lora and Christinea, is all the 
guys and girls who really helped me in the typing and editing and in 
all kinds of sharing and taking the responsibility, putting in a proper 
and prompt way.  I really heartfully thanks them, and congrats them, 
claps for them.  
 
(applause) 
 
And I would like to recommending to Monika T. and to come and 
talk how much hard work is hidden in this book.  How much she 
went through the pain, she and her, where is the Lora?  Okay come, 
come girls and talk.  
 
(Monika T. and Lora come to the stage) 
 
Today is their time.  (applause)  It’s okay, talk.  
 
Monika T: I know Swami’s saying we went through a lot of hard 
work, a lot of hard times with it, but really every person who worked 
on this book can tell you that no matter how much hard work there 
was, an amazing divine force was behind us all the time.  Each day…  
 
Swami:  Relaxedly talk.  Relax, and talk.  Talk.  
 
Monika T:  Each day we felt amazing energy, really.  The Guru 
Parampara energy, Jesus’s energy especially was there behind us all 
the time.  But we had to work really, really, really hard.  I don’t think 
any of us have worked that hard, or gone through that many 
sleepless nights. Day after day and wondering how could we 
possibly do that?  It’s not normal in a human body that you can do 
that.  And yet, somehow it kept happening.   
 
And each person on the team, I have to say, it was a real privilege to 
work with each person, really, how much, not one bump, even 
though we were tested, and had to go to the really amazing extents to 
get it done. But each person there was such unity, such groupism. It 



was, we were really amazed. Our last bit trying to get this done with 
the printer.  “Where’s Thomas?” Thomas, we were leaving for the 
airport and he was carrying his entire computer, his desktop 
computer, big screen, traveling to Hyderabad like that.   
 
And the dedication of each person – and it became really clear, that’s 
what it takes for all of us. The only way Jesus’ message, which you’ll 
read in the book, how much Jesus’ message, what he was really 
trying to do, two thousand years ago – it was really overwhelming, 
constantly, to be working on these words and realize the depth of 
what he was doing, what Swami’s doing, and what’s been going on 
during these two thousand years.  
 
It was really overwhelming, many, many, many, many, times, to 
realize that, and to realize that we’re a part of that.  What made us a 
part of that, it’s a big mystery – but we are. And it really is clear – 
Swami’s message is, that we’re the ones to carry that through to the 
globe.  We’re the ones to bring that message, each one of us.   
 
And realizing, for me, I started this work with Swami in 1999, and 
watching how for ten years, he’s worked with the students, and 
brought each person up to be able to understand what Jesus was 
doing. To understand Kandhana Yoga, and Parakaya Pravesh, and 
what crucifixion is, and what the channels are, and what creating a 
divine life and bringing that to the world, what that means.  Ten 
years of Swami’s sacrifice.  Ten years of teaching each and every one 
of us, and giving the channels, and giving the energy. Because that’s 
the message – we’re the message.  Because without that, these are 
empty words – just another page in a story.  But the living story is 
each person bringing that, showing the reality of that.   
 
So, seeing that, okay it took ten years but he’s made us be able to 
understand what Jesus did.  So I, it was a privilege and honor to 
work on this book. And I know it’s a privilege for all of us to be a 
part of this mission.  So I thank you, and thank Swami. (applause) 
 
Swami: No, no, no, speak, speak.  
 
Monika T:  Well, I guess another personal part was feeling Jesus come 
in every page.  Like, who was this character? Who was this man who 
walked here on this Penukonda earth?  Who was this man who had a 
relationship with Swami? Realizing wow, the depth of that, what is 



that really?  And feeling that in each word, the energy of each word, 
you know it comes from the highest level of speech.  They’re not just 
words that an ordinary writer would write with the depth of truth 
behind each word. So each sentence you can read over and over and 
over and over again, and to feel the living presence of Jesus, and to 
feel the reality of what this Penukonda is, what the Penukonda 
mountain is, what they were doing here, what they were doing here 
for thousands of years.  What’s been happening in this holy place? 
 
And then, here today we are gathered together bringing this message 
forth after two thousand years. What an amazing, amazing thing that 
is. So that working on that and digesting each word, each word of 
course is Swami’s words – we all know and love Swami’s words, and 
know how much it takes to understand what he’s saying.  We have to 
really go the depth.  And he wants to take us to the depth, the depth 
of spirituality, the depth of understanding the reality, and now to 
understand the puzzle, the big puzzle that he’s been giving.   
 
You know when we came here twelve years ago, it was twelve years 
ago the first Shiva Rathri was. So now, all these people are here and 
we didn’t know really, the depth of what Swami was and what 
Swami was doing. It’s been an unfolding story, and of course we’ve 
had to mature and mature to understand what’s he doing. And then 
we had to have the experiences, the experiences of the Mother, of 
Jesus, of Kandhana Yoga, of the miracle energy, of the washing, of 
becoming the purified souls.  Learning what sacrifice is.  Learning to 
give our life to something bigger and greater than our own simple 
desires.  
 
So, it’s been a big journey for all of us.  And now his words are 
coming, and we can read them in a different way because we have 
the depth of the experience behind us, and our time with Swami. So 
many times when I would feel Jesus through the words of this book, 
I’d think of Swami because Swami’s painting the real picture of who 
Jesus is.  Just like Swami, he always said in the beginning, “Hey, I’m 
a human being too. I’m like you.” And Jesus is coming across like 
that.  
 
The history has painted Jesus in a certain way, as some person who 
dissolved in the clouds but he was a real man.  He walked here.  He 
had a family.  So many things that history has changed.  It’s a big lie 
that history has given to us, and now the truth is coming out.  Jesus 



said, “The truth will set you free.” And to me this is the beginning, 
where the world can understand that.  Thank you.  
 
Swami:  Good.  (applause)  Yes, Lora?  
 
Lora: And I just, I want to thank Swami for involving me in this 
project. It was an amazing experience, and I learned so much also 
from Monika, and I’m really grateful.  It’s interesting, and, especially 
towards the end, I can say, the way the Maya played and… but 
finally the book is here and sitting on Swami’s table. We nearly 
missed our flight to Hyderabad, and many different things but finally 
it’s here now, so I’m very happy.  
 
Swami:  That’s it?  Of course I’m happy too,  and everybody’s happy, 
but what?  What you done it? 
 
Lora: I want to thank also, besides Thomas and Monika T. for helping 
so much, Nancy for last-minute proofreading, which is always so 
invaluable, and Nityaananda, Johanna, all you guys who were there, 
and supporting, thank you so much.   (applause) 
 
And one other thing… It was interesting the way the energy played, 
because until the final hour, we were changing things in the book. 
We were changing photographs, text, different things up until the 
final moment it went to the printers. So, it was quite interesting, the 
way the energy was moving through us. And Monika’s T. saying like, 
that’s the photograph she’s been looking for her entire life, and we 
found it two hours before it’s going to the printers.  So, it was nice. It 
was interesting how the energy was running, and I really loved it, the 
experience.  
 
Monika T: Could I say one more thing, Swami?  
 
Swami: Sure! It’s your time girls.  
 
Monika T: One other thing was working with Swami on this.  You 
know Swami’s a big creative person but his way of creating, it’s like 
being in a rocket ship, you know?  It drives you crazy, and it’s like, 
you’re so tired, and then the call comes at 3:30, “Come now, come 
now,” and you know, and then he starts… And then a few hours 
before we’re ready to leave, he’s going to change the book. And you 
know we have to leave at 3:00, and if anyone knows layout and 



books, really, you change one thing, you change everything.  And, 
“No, no, no,” you know, and you just have to follow, “Okay, what is 
Swami doing?” Whatever he’s doing… and then you adjust, you 
adjust, you adjust. It’s a pretty big training, each angle.  
 
But also, to be in… Swami’s an amazing creative character, you 
know, each angle. And to be in that creativity, to be giving the 
highest knowledge and being such a creative person in every way, 
you know. And how we can do that, how we can bring this message 
in our own unique way, with great beauty and grace and whichever 
way our self-expression goes.  That, he kept teaching that.  
 
Swami: Is that a compliment or a comment?  
 
Monika T. and Lora: It’s a compliment.  
 
Swami: Okay, thank you.   
 
(applause) 
 
Swami:  Good. Life, life, life…  It’s a big ocean. We came here - we 
have to swim.  Swimming in the, lot of illusions, in the maya, 
emotions, horrible blocks, up and downs, finally you need to reach 
your destiny, otherwise it’s not a life.   
 
Many kings and emperors, philosophers, and spiritual people, 
scientists – it’s hard to understand their mentalities.  A soldier cannot 
understand a scientist.  A scientist cannot understand a philosopher, 
a philosopher cannot understand, that easily, to avadhut.  It’s all 
different equations, doesn’t matches anywhere, but finally it reach in 
one final peak point.   
 
I know I drive crazy, that’s part of my nature because of, something if 
I want to create it… of course I don’t have any bad intention. Even if 
it’s early morning, 2:30, 3:00 a.m., and I’m keep reading the palm leaf 
and sometimes keep watching the television one song, how many 
hours it will keep go? For example, the song is keep going but I’m not 
watching that.  It looks I’m watching it but my mind is a different, 
different place. And whatever I studied, and whatever I seen in the 
palm leaves and the ancient, all the knowledge and information, and 
recollecting it, recollecting it and making in a… I don’t need a laptop 
- my mind is a laptop.  My mind is a? Laptop.  



 
If you took the book, any page, any paragraph where it is, what it is, 
I’ll tell it. In the vaastu book, I’ll tell it.  Whatever so far I’ve written 
in all the books, in any content, any place, I’m ready to openly, yes 
can tell it. And I need to open the…you never see the laptop on my 
table. I want to learn the laptop but it’s a kind of addiction. It’s a kind 
of? Addiction. In order to do this, all this stuff, there’s a lot of 
struggling and pain. In the midnight, 3:30, 4:00, I feel a little nausea, 
like a little boil juice, throwing up, and I call Nitaayananda, “Hey, 
man, come on!” Then he runs, “What? What’s going on? Okay, take 
this small medicine. Take this herbal medicine. Take this.” Okay. 
“Constanze, take care of me.” Okay, she’s some, “What is it vitamin? 
What is it, B complex?”  Something, B vitamins and it gives the little 
reaction, then immediately she came and gave a little cortisone. 
Cortisone? It’s a doctor’s philosophy. Something cortisone, she’s 
saying, “Oh, it’s the cortisone, just in a five minutes you’ll be normal, 
it’s okay.” “Okay, whatever, it’s the cortisone. Who cares?  Just I want 
to get normal!”   That’s her story. That is her chapter. It’s not my 
chapter.  
 
So, this body’s also mission… it’s need to be work. And my wife is, I 
has to heartfully, really, really, did an amazing background pushing 
it and not disturbing me, and sending the all snacks, and food, and 
sandwiches, whatever it is, very gently.  And not fighting with me, 
and just very friendly, and joking, and she’s very sneaky there…. 
And it’s a… we’re not a wife and husband, we’re really kind of the 
most best friends and is a kind of soul mates… not a kind of - we are 
soul mates.  
 
And the hard work is hidden, even for example, Cindy and Terry. 
They’re almost all, they took a lot of my burden from my shoulders. 
Like, they’re awake, and awake, and awake, and awake… sometimes, 
“Cindy, do this, do this, do this, do this,” like six points I’ll tell it 
within a less than half-minute. In the middle of the mid night, 2:00 
a.m., like six points. How come she remembers it? And she’s so 
drowsy and sleepy, and she forgot three points, and three points she 
covers it. “What about remaining things?” “Oh, yes, Swami, I’ll do it. 
I’ll take care of it.” 
 
And the downstairs office, and who is working, the Brett, and 
Alexandra, and the Birte, and Anya and all these girls, guys and…  



it’s not only my hard work is there. It’s everybody’s hard work is 
hidden in it. Everybody’s? Hard work is hidden in it, many, many 
names. All, each person is sharing it and make it.  
 
Whenever I enter my office, just simply I feel it, how is the 
vibrations?  They cleans it, and very gentle the fragrance, the flowers 
and the garlands.  I don’t think so you ever, ever, seen that type of 
office.  It’s not that kind of fancy but it’s the traditional touch, and the 
highest making you peace, peace of mind, relax.  
 
Generally many people they brought many gifts.  Strictly I told 
Cindy, “Don’t bring any gifts inside. Leave it as it is - no new 
pictures, don’t change the old pictures.  As it is, leave it like that.” In 
your rooms, randomly many times I checked and I made it, degluzz 
your rooms.  Tons of things you keep purchasing and keep adding, 
and adding, and adding; you don’t know where you’re going to 
sleep. It’s crazy.  It drives you crazy. It drives you? Crazy. It’s true 
that different type of all the things around you, for example a person 
is keep talking, talking, talking, talking, talking…  The same sentence, 
ten times a person keeps saying it.  How you feel it?  Whenever in 
your beautiful creative thought, if you keep talking, talking, talking, 
same point….one time is enough. Second time, it’s good. Third time, 
again keep telling, telling, telling like a grandmother, “Yeah, thanks, 
over. Forget it.”  It kills the inspiration. 
 
Why I’m saying it, whenever you had a thought what you want to do 
it, don’t make it postpone that for tomorrow.  Make your 
circumstances, the environment as simple as best.  Maybe, whatever 
you’re reading, the book, it’s a kind of algebra.  You cannot 
understand, first time.  Even I respect the Jesus, I respect the 
philosophers and I respect all type of great ‘well-wishers’ of the peace 
who creates the peace and harmony in the globe. I don’t have any 
bad intention to harm somebody’s, their personal feelings and their 
belief systems.  I don’t have any bad intention to damage that.  It’s 
me, what I saw it, studied it, learned it, implemented it, and finally 
given it.  
 
Even the Vaastu book, I practically tested it, seen it, I seen it the lot of 
experts, I took their opinions…there’s also video clippings is there. 
Mr. Ramabrahmam eighty-six years old man, and Mr. Tirupithreddy, 
and all different type of… eighty-six years old man and fifty years is 
experience of, in the vaastu.  For example, whenever I’m going in the 



southeast, my staircase from the hall from the Baba temple, slightly 
half-inch is tilted to the northwest.  He didn’t agree it, “Break it; fix 
it.” It’s half-inch!  I looked at him, “What is the crazy? Half-inch is not 
a big deal.”  Half inch?  
 
Students: It’s not a big deal. 
 
Swami: It’s not a big deal. Whole frame and whole wall I need to 
breaked it? And what is that? Said, “Do what I say.” That’s his order. 
He’s like that, “Do what I say!” “Okay, I’ll do it.” Then I seen the 
results.  There’s hundreds of points, hundreds, hundreds, hundreds 
of points, very keen, small tiny key points, he explained.  Even in this 
book it’s very keen in a very in-depth, in-depth. It’s hard to 
understand and to believe that easily. Once you really implemented 
that, then you can see the results.  Then you can see the?   
 
Students: Results.  
 
Swami:  Until you really studied the five volume books…even 
anybody want to challenging on me and want to criticize, or want to 
pull me in the courts, or pull me in the any law of any whatever the 
religion, and their belief systems give me the clarity, wait until I 
completed the five volume books.  No person have no right until I 
completed the five volume books.  And you really studied then 
whole picture will come out. You understand?  
 
So many people, if you want to disturb your Swami legally, you 
don’t have any right. Is it make sense?  You have to first completely 
read it.  Then I’m ready to face anything. So, Gary Taylor also, he 
wrote one of his experiences.  When you went with me, which year?  
 
Gary: 1999.  
 
Swami: 1999. Poor guy.  You’re facing me since 1999?  
 
Gary: Yes.  Happily.  
 
Swami:  Happily?   
 
Gary: Happily.   
 
Swami:  How many times you cried in front of me?  



 
Gary: Oh, many, many, many times.  One time I said, “I’m a big 
crybaby,” so… 
 
Swami: Come on be honest, how many times you cried?  
 
Gary:  A lot. Maybe… 
 
Swami: Why you cried?  You put it in your book, on that?   
 
Gary: I didn’t talk about crying, I talked about…  
 
Swami:  So you lied it?  See? 
 
Gary: I did talk about the pain.  
 
Swami:  Oh, you talked the pain, okay.  
 
Gary: But not because of you.  
 
Swami: Hey, I didn’t create any pain in you! 
 
Gary: That’s what I said.  It wasn’t because of you.  You helped me.  
 
Swami: Many people, they don’t know why they cries. It’s a kind of 
an art to them.  They keep crying it.  They sit in front of me, all of a 
sudden the tears is keep flowing, keep flowing.  I look at their face – 
is it a happy crying, or emotional crying, or intentionally crying, or 
sensitively they’re crying, or what made them to cry?   Why they 
need to waste the tears?  So, it’s okay. It’s a kind of, maybe you feel, 
you think you relax after you cried it, then it will turns as a kind of 
addiction. It turns kind of addiction.  For everything you keep crying 
it, then it drives you crazy.  Then you become very super-sensitive 
and it’s very painful too.  
 
I need to introduce our police officers, who was giving a lot of 
protection, you guys…   
 
(The rest of this talk has not been transcribed) 


